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Abstract. Monitoring of business process execution has been proposed
for the evaluation of business process performance. An important aspect
to assess the thoroughness of the business process execution is to monitor
if some entities have not been observed for some time and timely check
if something is going wrong. We propose in this paper business process
execution adequacy criteria and provide a proof-of-concept monitoring
framework for their assessment. Similar to testing adequacy, the purpose
of our approach is to identify the main entities of the business process
that are covered during its execution and raise a warning if some entities
are not covered. We provide a first assessment of the proposed approach
on a case study in the learning context.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, more and more industrial organizations are using Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) for process modeling. The main benefits of BPMN
commonly rely on the possibility of having a simple and standard notation for
creating a description of processes (in terms of participants and activities) and
develop executable frameworks for the overall management of the process itself.
Monitoring the business process execution represents a key aspect both for business process management and business process validation. Existing works [1, 2, 3]
focus on monitoring and analysis of the factors that influence the performance of
business processes. Specific key performance indicators (KPIs), including time
based and cost based parameters, are defined together with their target values
based on business goals. In this paper, we focus on monitoring the adequacy of
the business process execution by defining coverage based adequacy criteria and
a proof-of concept framework able to assess the BPMN execution adequacy. The
main idea is to assess if a business process execution is adequate, i.e., if all the
main entities (activities, connection objects, swimlanes, etc.) of interest of the
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business process are covered during its execution or if the business process execution misses some of them with consequent unexpected behaviour or security
flaw. Our proposal extends a more generic notion of adequacy criterion, presented in our previous work [4], by defining and implementing an instantiation
of this adequacy criterion for the business process execution. However, the goal
of this paper is not to assess the monitor adequacy as in [4], but the adequacy
of the business process execution using monitoring facilities for measuring the
proposed adequacy criteria. The main idea is to define what are the relevant
entities that we would expect to observe during BPMN execution and hence to
set adequacy criteria on such entities, using monitoring facilities for observing
and reporting about the percentage of entities that have been covered during
business process execution. In such way we can become aware that some expected entities (for instance activities or swimlanes) have not been covered for
some time, and then timely check whether this happens because something is
going wrong during business process execution or this is simply due to a temporary decrease of users interest for those entities. This idea takes inspiration
from coverage-based test adequacy that have been extensively studied in software testing, e.g. referring to coverage of entities in the program control-flow
or data-flow [5], and nowadays constitutes a fundamental instrument for test
suites evaluation. Similarly to testing adequacy, we introduce here the notion of
business process execution adequacy. A difference with the traditional notion of
testing adequacy is the concept of observation window, namely the period along
which the business process execution is assessed. It is out of scope in this paper
to address the problem of how to set the length of the observation window. We
refer to [4] for an overview of existing methodologies for properly setting the
length of such observation window.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized into: i) the definition of
business process execution adequacy criteria; ii)a proof-of-concept framework
able to measure the BPMN execution adequacy; iii) a preliminary assessment
of the proposed proof-of-concept framework on a case study developed in the
learning context.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
business process modeling notation and the notion of testing adequacy; Section
3 illustrates the business process execution adequacy criteria whereas Section 4
describes the architecture of a proof-of-concept framework able to measure the
BPMN execution adequacy. Section 5 provides a preliminary assessment of the
proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 puts our work in context of related work
whereas Section 7 concludes the paper also hinting at future work.

2 Background
This section introduces the background behind the proposed approach. Specifically, we first present some key concepts of the Business Process Modeling Notation and then we focus on test coverage as adequacy criterion in software
testing.
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Business Process Modeling Notation. Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) is a standard notation by the Object Management Group (OMG) [6]
for specifying business process. BPMN provides a graphical notation for supporting business process management that allows to fill the gap between technical
users and business users by providing a notation that is intuitive to business
users and able to represent complex process semantics. There are three basic
types of sub-models within an end-to-end BPMN model: Processes (Orchestration), Choreographies, and Collaborations. The five core notation elements of
BPMN are: i) flow objects that allow to model event, activity, and gateway; ii)
data items that model data within the process flow and are represented by four
elements: data objects, data inputs, data outputs, and data stores; iii) connection objects that connect the flow objects to each other and are: sequence flow,
message flow, and association; iv) swimlanes to model process participants; v)
artifacts (group and text annotation) are used to provide additional information
about the process.
Testing Adequacy. In software testing, coverage of entities of program controlflow or data-flow is a test adequacy criterion that has been proposed as an
indicator of testing effectiveness for selection and evaluation of different test
cases. Code coverage e.g. is measured as the fraction of program code that is
executed at least once during the test execution. Various code coverage criteria
have been suggested [7], including statement coverage, decision coverage, path
coverage, C-use coverage, P-use coverage, etc. whereas different coverage metrics have been proposed for different languages and application domains. The
correlation between code coverage and fault detection capability has been extensively studied but it remains nowadays a controversial issue. Some previous
studies [8, 7] show that high code coverage implies high software reliability and
low fault rate. Experimental studies [9] focus on coverage testing and mutation
testing in order to investigate the relationship between code coverage and fault
detection capability of a test suite. Others studies [10] show that the relationship
between code coverage and fault detection varies under different testing profiles
and it is affected by the different code coverage metrics. In this paper we propose
to measure the adequacy of the business process execution by identifying what
are the relevant entities to be covered and by assessing if all of them, or otherwise
what percentage, have been covered. It is out of scope of this paper to investigate
the relationship between business process coverage and fault detection.

3 Defining Business Process Execution Adequacy
In this section we introduce the generic concept of business process execution
adequacy, without considering a specific coverage measure or application domain.
In test coverage criteria, a set of requirements that a test suite must fulfill
is established and it is mapped onto a set of entities that must be covered
when the test cases are executed, as for instance all statements or all branches
of a program control-flow. The coverage criterion is satisfied if all the entities
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are covered; otherwise, the percentage of covered entities represents a quality
measure of the test suite.
The intuitive motivation behind measuring test coverage is that if some entity has never been tested, it might contain undetected faults. Obviously, the
converse reasoning does not apply: if we had covered all entities and detected no
failure, this does not necessarily imply that the program is correct. In a similar
way, we propose here to assess the adequacy of the business process execution
by identifying what are the relevant entities to be covered and by assessing if
all of them, or otherwise what percentage, have been executed. To do this, we
propose a proof-of-concept monitoring framework to observe and collect business process execution traces and measure the coverage of the entities belonging
to these traces. As for test adequacy, the motivation behind assessing business
process execution adequacy is that if some entities are not covered, we cannot
exclude that these might hide some problem or security flaw. Similarly to the
notion of testing session, namely the period along which the test adequacy is
measured, we define the observation window as the length of a considered observation period associated to the business process execution coverage measure.
Intuitively, a sliding observation window over a time measurement unit can be
established, which could be either continuous (e.g. the execution traces collected
in the last 120 sec) or discrete (e.g., the most recent 15 traces). The proposed
business process execution adequacy criteria extend a general monitoring adequacy criterion presented in [4], by defining and implementing an instantiation
of this adequacy criterion for the business process execution.
In the rest of this section the generic concept of business process (BP) execution adequacy criterion, without binding its definition to a specific coverage
measure, is introduced. In fact, the notion of business process execution adequacy is neutral with respect to both the entities to be covered (i.e. activity,
tasks, paths and so on) and the application domain. In the next section the
generic concept of business process execution adequacy criterion is instantiated
considering three different entities of the business process (Activity Entity, Sequence Flow Entity, Path Entity) and a set of coverage adequacy criteria is
presented.
Definition 1 Denote ri ∈ R the i-th entity to be covered, and by δi ∈ ∆ the
length of its associated observation window. The business process execution adequacy criterion C dynamically measures the coverage on R for a given entity i
at each time unit t as follows:
C[R, ∆](t) =

P|R|

λi (t)
|R|

i=1

where for ri ∈ R and δi ∈ ∆

1 if ri is covered at least once in [t − δi , t]
λi (t) =
.
0 otherwise
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According to this definition the length of δi could be different for each ri , or
could be the same for all entities. In summary the definition of business process
execution adequacy introduces the following concepts:
– an “adequate business process execution” is a business process execution on
which a set of entities ri to be covered in a window δi is defined (this is similar
to the instrumentation phase of coverage testing);
– a monitoring tool that, at every instant t, can provide a coverage measure as
in Def 1 and, if this is less than 1, can provide a list of those entities that have
not been covered;
– an entity that is not covered is an entity of the business process that has not
been executed for some time. In such a case a warning message could be raised
by the monitoring tool.
3.1 Entity Definition
Inside a business process execution the definition of what is an entity to be
covered can be provided at different levels and with different targets. We consider
the following definitions:
Definition 2 (Activity Entity) Given a BP, an activity entity is one of the
activities specified in the BP that can be executed at least once.
Definition 3 (Activity Coverage Domain) Considering a BP, the activity
coverage domain is the set of all the activity entities of the BP.
Definition 4 (Percentage of Activity Coverage) With reference to Def 1,
the percentage of activity coverage at time t is given by 100*C, where R is the
activity coverage domain.
Consequently, at a given instant a business process execution is adequate with
respect to the activity coverage criterion if the percentage of activity covered is
100% (or greater than an established threshold level).
Definition 5 (Sequence Flow Entity) Given a BP, a sequence flow entity is
one of the sequence flow 1 specified in the BP that can be executed at least once.
Definition 6 (Sequence Flow Domain) Considering a BP, the sequence flow
coverage domain is the set of all the sequence flows entities of the BP.
Definition 7 (Sequence Flow Coverage) With reference to Def 1, the percentage of sequence flow coverage at time t is given by 100*C, where R is the
sequence flow coverage domain.
1

Sequence Flow is used to show the order in which activities of a process will be
performed. A Sequence Flow connection is represented with a solid line and a solid
arrowhead in a Business Process Model.
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Fig. 1. Monitoring Package Diagram.

Consequently, at a given instant a business process execution is adequate with
respect to the sequence flow coverage criterion if the percentage of sequence flow
entities covered is 100% (or greater than an established threshold level).
Definition 8 (Path Entity) Given a BP, a path entity is one of the paths
specified in the BP that can be executed at least once.
Definition 9 (Path Domain) Considering a BP, the path coverage domain is
the set of all the path entities of the BP.
Definition 10 (Path Coverage) With reference to Def 1, the percentage of
path coverage at time t is given by 100*C, where R is the path coverage domain
Consequently, at a given instant a simulation is adequate with respect to the
path coverage criterion if the percentage of path entities covered is 100% (or
greater than an established threshold level).

4 Framework
With reference to Figure 1, we present in this section the components of a proofof-concept framework able to measure the business process execution adequacy,
we have implemented:
– BPMN Path Explorer. This component is in charge to explore and save all the
possible entities (Activity Entity, Sequence Flow Entity, Path Entity) reachable on a BPMN. The paths extraction is realized by an optimized unfolding
algorithm that exploits advantages provided by the use of BPMN 2.0. The
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goal is to derive an acyclic graph, defining a partial order on its nodes. In
particular, the exploration reduces the required space and time thanks to a
more efficient management of the interleaving among different activities, taking into account the characteristics of a BPMN 2.0 model and of pools, parallel
and exclusive gateways, and tasks sending and receiving messages within the
model. More details about the BPMN exploration approach are in [11]. Once
extracted, the paths will be provided to the Rules Manager that through the
Rules Generator will create, using the templates of rules stored into the Template Manager, a set of rules that aims to check the coverage of all the feasible
paths of the business process.
Complex Event Processor (CEP). It is the rule engine which analyzes the
events, generated by the business process execution. Several rule engines can
be used for this task like Drools Fusion, VisiRule, RuleML. Our instance is
realized using Drools Fusion [12], that is able to detect patterns and monitor
the business process execution adequacy.
Rules Generator. The Rules Generator is the component in charge to generate
the rules needed for the monitoring of the business process execution. It uses
the templates stored into the Rules Template Manager. These rules are generated according to the specific adequacy criterion to be assessed and the entities
to be covered. For each entity, the rule generator generates one corresponding
rule for the CEP. A generic rule consists of two main parts: in the first part
the events to be matched (the entities to be covered) are specified; the second
part includes the events/actions to be notified after the rules evaluation (the
covered attribute is set to true if the entity is covered).
Rules Template Manager. This component is an archive of predetermined rules
templates that will be instantiated by the Rules Generator. A rule template is
a rule skeleton, the specification of which has to be completed by instantiating
a set of template-dependent placeholders. The instantiation will refer to appropriate values inferred from the specific adequacy criterion to be assessed.
Once the synthesis of the new set of rules is completed, the new rules are
loaded by the Rule Generator into the Rules Template Manager.
Rules Manager. The complex event detection process depends directly from
the operation done by the Rules Manager component which is in charge to
load and unload set of rules into the complex event processor and fire it when
needed.
Response Dispatcher. The Response Dispatcher is a registry that records the
business process execution adequacy monitoring requests. Once it receives the
advice of a rule firing or pattern completion from the CEP, it stores coverage
information. It elaborates statistics about the overall percentage of the covered
entities and raises warning messages for the entities that are not covered to
the consumer/requester of the business process adequacy evaluation.
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5 Preliminary Assessment
In this session we present a preliminary assessment of the proof-of-concept framework presented in Section 4 on a case study in the learning context, developed
inside the Learn PAd European project [13]. The main goal of the Learn PAd
project is to foster an innovative learning platform for Public Administrations,
based on enriched business process models, where the steps performed by the
learner during a learning session are associated to the execution of the entities
of a business process.

Fig. 2. Overview of the student admission process (from [14]).

The proposed business process execution adequacy criterion can be applied
for providing some business process coverage measurements useful for assessing
the adequacy of a business process based learning session. The intuitive motivation of using the proposed business process execution adequacy criterion for
evaluating a learning session is that if some part of the business process has never
been executed, the learner might have not exercised important steps of the business process and therefore his/her acquired knowledge could not be completed.
To assess the adequacy of a learning session it is important to identifying what
are the relevant entities to be covered and monitoring if all of them, or otherwise
what percentage, have been observed. Through the analysis of data monitored
over the learning session, the learner from one side can become conscious of the
level of knowledge he/she acquired and can receive an evaluation/score of the
progress done. Form the other side he/she can have a clearer picture of his/her
exploration over a learning session, i.e to know exactly the entities (either the
events, or message interactions, or business patterns) so far not executed, so
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either to timely decide how to continue the learning activity or get his/her evaluation score.
The business process considered in this preliminary assessment, presented in
Figure 2, is the mock-up of the real process “Student Admission” described in
[14], that refers to the process for regulating the admission of applicants to the
study program MSc in Business Information Systems (BIS) within the school of
business at FHNW.

Fig. 3. Activity entities monitored over a learning session.

In this section we applied the proposed business process execution adequacy
criteria and the implemented proof-of-concept framework described in Section
4, to the business process presented in Figure 2. The observation window for the
assessment of the business process execution adequacy criteria has been fixed to
the duration of a learning session.
In the performed learning session we varied the following independent variables:
– Coverage Criterion (CC): this parameter indicates the entities to be covered,
i.e., CC ∈ activity, path2 . The activities for the BP of Figure 2 are for instance:
Invite for interview, Make Interview, Send acceptance letter and so on. The
cardinality of activity coverage domain for the BP of Figure 2 is 13, whereas
that of path coverage domain is 3;
– Coverage Threshold (CT): this parameter indicates the coverage threshold
according to which the business process execution is considered adequate.
2

Note that for this specific business process path entity coincides with sequence flow
entity.
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Fig. 4. Path entities monitored over a learning session.

In the fist step of our experiment the entity has been defined at the granularity of activity. The percentage of activity coverage within the established
observation window was 6/13 *100 = 46,15 where: 6 was the number of activity
entities monitored in the observation window (the activity entities marked with
a (blue) arrow in Figure 3); 13 is the cardinality of the activity coverage domain.
Since the learning adequacy level established were 100% of the activity entities,
the performed learning session were not adequate with respect to the activity
coverage criterion.
In a second step of the experiment, the entity has been defined at the granularity of path and the set of monitored (executed) path entities that have been
observed in the observation window was represented just by the one marked
with blue arrows in Figure 4. In this case the percentage of path coverage within
the established observation windows is 1/3 *100 = 33 where: 1 is the number of
path entities monitored in the observation window, 3 is the cardinality of path
coverage domain. Since the learning adequacy level established in the observation window were 33% of the path entities, the considered learning session is
adequate with respect to the path coverage criterion.

6 Related Work
The adoption of business process modeling promotes and makes easier the use
of model-based approaches for verifying the dynamic distributed systems. Monitoring is assuming a key role for tracking the states of a business process and for
evaluating its execution performance [1, 15]. Particular interest has been dedicated to “smart” monitoring approaches, i.e., monitors enhanced beyond the
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passive observation of system executions, with the aim of preventing or anticipating potential risks. As a trend, several researchers start to consider monitoring a useful instrument to observe the behavior of business processes not only
to report about problems that have already occurred but also to predict likely
problems in the near future.
However, most of the predictive approaches remain limited to the elaboration
of the passively captured executions. A first attempt to provide a monitoring
approach also able to raise a warning of not having observed for some time
interesting behaviours or situations is presented in [4] where the general concept
of monitor adequacy and two adequacy criteria for service compositions are
provided. This approach takes inspiration from the passive testing approaches,
which refer to the observation of the input/output behavior of a system during
normal operation for the purpose of detecting faults [16]. Our proposal extends
the general adequacy criterion presented in [4] by providing the definition of a
business process execution adequacy criterion and a proof-of-concept monitoring
framework able to assess the business process execution adequacy. Differently
from existing approaches on monitoring of business process that focus on QoS
metrics and continuous evaluation of key performance indicators (KPI), our goal
is to measure the adequacy of business process execution by identifying what are
the relevant entities to be covered and by assessing if all of them, or otherwise
what percentage, have been covered. This idea is similar to testing adequacy
where coverage of entities of program control-flow or data-flow is a test adequacy
criterion for assessing the test effectiveness. We refer to [17] for an overview on
coverage measurements and coverage-based testing tools.
In the context of learning, that is the application domain of the proposed case
study, contemporary Learning Content Management Systems (LCMSs) provide
rather basic feedbacks about the learning process, such as simple statistics on
technology usage or low-level data on students activities (e.g., page view). Some
tools [18] have been developed for providing feedbacks on the learning activities
by the analysis of the user tracking data in order to propose customized learning
paths that learners can follow according to their knowledge and learning requirements. Our proposal applied to the model based learning allows to assess the
adequacy of a learning session by providing feedback on the executed learning
activities and identifying the learning paths that are not covered.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we introduced the notion of business process execution adequacy
and provided a proof-of-concept monitoring framework able to measure the proposed adequacy criteria. We presented a first assessment of the proposed approach on a case study developed inside the Learn PAd European project [13].
Even if preliminary, the experimentation evidenced the effectiveness of the proposed approach in providing some measures about the coverage of a business
process, useful for evaluating the adequacy of the associated learning session.
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In future work we intend to perform a more extensive assessment of the
approach to evaluate its costs and benefits. We plan to refine and enhance the
proposed business process execution adequacy notion in order to consider the
adequacy relative to a specific role and/or level of the business process and
provide the associated relative coverage measures. A further research direction
deals with investigating on the length of the observation window, namely the
period along which the business process execution is assessed.
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